
Do you enjoy typing? I don’t. I was never trained as a touch typ-
ist, but over the years, I have managed to get by. I still have to
look at my hands as I type, but I also catch myself going by

touch alone occasionally.
Avoiding typing, I’ve come to realize, actually aids in my productivity.

Rather than focus on typing all of the cryptic characters and symbols of
things like dataset and member names, I simply use any number of
modern conveniences that are available to me to recall, or copy, previ-
ously typed strings.

This helps me work more quickly, because it falls into the category
of “type once, use many.” Or, if I see it on a screen, I can make a copy
of it. Here are some examples of what I mean.

USING THE RETP STACK

ISPF provides a saved stack of previously typed commands. It has for
years. These saved commands can be pulled back via the RETRIEVE
and CRETRIEV commands. Also, the RETP command displays the
stack in a selectable pop-up window so that I can pick an older typed
string without having to continually press my CRETRIEV key.

Knowing that this stack is available to me, I always try to use the
ISPF command line to type in whatever I want to keep saved. Who
cares if I get an Invalid Command message?

Examples:

� In Version 5 of ISPF, the Edit external COPY command allows
you to include a dataset name. See FIGURE 1. Typing the dataset
(and usually a member name) once allows you to recall the
command later and use it again with a few changes.

� If you need to issue a TSO command such as ALTLIB or
DELETE, type it in any command line that is long enough to
accommodate all of the syntax. I find this particularly helpful
with ALTLIB when I am testing ISPF dialog code. Also, I
frequently use a simple TSO DELETE from within edit a
lot of times in lieu of JCL step to delete some dataset that the
job will catalog. When submitting the JCL many times, I just
recall the TSO DELETE command and press enter before
submitting the job.

� When I mentioned the Invalid Command message above, maybe
I wasn’t 100% clear. I have been known to paste in a dataset
name clipboard copied from somewhere into the ISPF command
line and then press enter. Of course, I get an error message, but
the dataset name still goes onto the RETP stack.

USING REFLISTS AND NRETRIEV

REFLISTs appeared in ISPF in Version 4 (late 1990s). They are
saved lists of dataset names that are maintained for you by ISPF. There
are two basic lists—one for the Project/Group/Type names you enter
(such as at the entry screens of Edit and View) and one for the Other
Dataset names entered.

I use them all the time by clicking on the REFLIST action bar item
and then selecting the list I want to use (usually the Other Datasets list).

Now, in Version 5 of ISPF, the very nifty NRETRIEV command is avail-
able to make dataset name recall even easier. It uses the internally maintained
REFLISTs, but in a much quicker way. Here’s how to use NRETRIEV:

� Set up a PF Key with the value of NRETRIEV
� If you are using keylists, you might have to set up this PF key in

more than one keylist.
� At a screen that accepts dataset names, position the cursor in one

of the fields used for entering names.
� Press the PF key assigned to NRETRIEV

This kind of typing avoidance really saves time because some of the
names that we type are long, cryptic and not exactly easy to remember.
Pressing NRETRIEV repeatedly allows you to view each name in turn
and decide if it’s the one you want.

EMULATOR COPY AND PASTE

Of all the typing avoidance tricks, this is the one that I use the most.
I couldn’t live without it. I copy and paste pieces of text that are as short
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FIGURE 1: THE TRAILING DATASET VERSION OF THE EDIT COPY COMMAND

Once you have typed the name once, you can use it again for another copy operation.
This is available in ISPF Version 5 and higher.
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as a member name and as long as an entire
page of code.

I especially appreciate emulators that honor
the Windows convention of highlighting text
that is double-clicked on.

When flying through copy and paste opera-
tions, I tend to use the keyboard shortcuts of
CTRL-C for copy and CTRL-V for paste. I
don’t want mouse movements slowing me
down, either! And don’t forget CTRL-X to per-
form the cut operation. Most emulators nowa-
days support cut.

Also, have you ever noticed that emulators
really provide you with two cursors? One for the
mouse and one for the emulated 3270 cursor (the
insert point). I use this feature to great advantage
to copy data names out of one place in the pro-
gram and then, without touching the keyboard,
pasting the name right into a line of code.

What I am seeking is sort of a “no-brainer”
method of mistake avoidance. By copying the
data name from where it is defined and then
pasting it into the actual procedural code, I
can’t go wrong!

MOUSE MOVEMENT

While not strictly typing, I think it’s fair to
include the usage of the mouse to navigate
around a screen as another “modern conven-
ience” that helps to reduce typing (pressing
keys, anyway).

I don’t even use a new line key any more. If
I want to position into a particular field, I sim-
ply move the mouse pointer there and single
click to reset the insert point. I practice rapidly
moving the mouse around the screen and have
become quite fast in getting to exactly where I
want to be without touching the keyboard
(arrow keys, new line, tab, etc.).

CONCLUSION

The beginning of typing avoidance in ISPF
started many years ago with a change that no
longer required users to include the trailing quote
in the Other Dataset line. That was in the late
1980s. Now, there are newer tools such as REFLIST,

NRETRIEV and the RETP stack to work in con-
junction with modern emulator software.

I will never give up my keyboard and proba-
bly will be hammering away at it until the day I
die. But when I can recycle something that I
have already typed once, I’m going to do it.  
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